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WKU Costume
Shop brings
theatre to life
BY KRISTINA BURTON
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM

Jim Cooney (center) teaches the choreography to 'Jet Set' from the Broadway musical “Catch Me If You Can” during the dance
master class Saturday in Gordon Wilson Hall. MIKE CLARK/HERALD
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WKU Dance students attend master
class with award-winning choreographer
BY KRISTINA BURTON
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM

O

n Saturday, WKU Dance
students were able to
attend a master class
with Jim Cooney, an award-winning choreographer who has
taught jazz, tap and musical the-

atre across the world.

Broadway Dance Center (BDC),

Clifton Brown, WKU Dance's

to their annual winter concert in

coordinator and associate pro-

New York City,” Brown said. “I was

fessor, played a role in making

so impressed with the caliber and

Cooney’s visit become a reality.

professionalism of their work and

“I was invited in December

what the professional program

2013 by Bonnie Erickson, director

had to offer, I knew I had to bring
SEE STAGE PAGE A2

of educational programming of

Those who attended “Curtains,”
“Evening of Dance,” or similar productions from the WKU Theatre &
Dance programs, have seen the finished works of the WKU Costume
Shop firsthand.
Jennie Ingram, the WKU Costume Shop supervisor, said the
shop builds and provides costumes
for WKU Theatre & Dance productions.
“Any performance on our stage,
outside the Music Department,
comes through us,” Ingram said.
There are many different jobs
within the WKU Costume Shop, including stitcher, draper, first-hand
and even professional shopper.
“We do jobs that would be ten
different jobs in the professional
world,” Ingram said.
Ingram, the daughter of parents
who didn’t like toys, received a sewing machine when she was 6 years
old.
“They’d say, ‘Go in another room
and don’t come back until you’ve
made something,’ so I was making
potholders, place mats, and doll
quilts at age 6 and seven," she said.
Ingram said it was while doing
theatre in high school that she really jumped into making costumes.
“I realized I could do professional theatre and costuming as a
career, which seems like, ‘Someone
is gonna pay me to play all day?’”
Ingram said. “You can’t just wander
into it, but it’s something you can
find your way to.”
To Ingram, every day at the WKU
Costume Shop is completely different.
“You can be responsible for
coming to work every day, but we
don’t have the same things to do every day,” Ingram said. “Every show
is like a whole new world, just like
reading a new book is not like reading the last one you read.”
Ingram believes that theatre is
one of the hardest majors, and she
has a hard time with people who
think theatre is an “easy” major.
“If you’re pre-med, no one’s expecting you to work as a doctor at
night. In theatre, you spend all day
SEE COSTUME PAGE A2

Blind student finds comfort on the Hill
BY ANNA LAWSON
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM

Henderson graduate student Sam
Moore has been blind since he was 7
months old. IAN MAULE/HERALD

When Sam Moore arrived to the Hill in
2006, he had more things on his mind than
just who he would eat lunch with or what
parties he wanted to go to. The incoming
freshman faced one problem that very few
others had to deal with— he was blind.
To say he didn’t let that stop him would be
an understatement. Moore said that he was
anything but nervous as he took this next
step in his life.
“In some cases it was scary, but it was also
exciting,” he said. “I knew I was lucky to be
here.”
Looking back at it now as a graduate student, Moore said his biggest challenge was
similar to most freshman: finding his way
around campus.
“I had an orientation and mobility in-

structor, Tim Nelson,” he said. “He really
helped me get acclimated and learn a route
to all my classes.”
The process took longer than Moore had
expected and was at times frustrating. However, Moore received support from his parents who live at his home in Henderson, KY.
“We were nervous but it is probably universal that parents are nervous when their
child goes off to college,” Susan Moore, Sam’s
mother, said. “We knew it was something he
needed to do to gain independence.”
“We thought of what we would have wanted as a kid. We wanted him to have the same
experiences we did,” she said.
Part of Moore’s decision to come to WKU
was based on WKU’s Disabilities Office and
how well they could accommodate him.
Student Disability Services helps students
with a myriad of things. Students can find asSEE MOORE PAGE A2
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them to WKU.
Brown said Cooney, during his time
at WKU, will be teaching a master class,
presenting material on the BDC professional semester program and also a
mock audition for students pursuing a
professional career in dance.
“These events are crucial to WKU
students obtaining work in the field of
dance upon graduating with a BA in
Dance,” Brown said.
“We are excited and honored to
have Mr. Cooney at WKU representing
Broadway Dance Center. I would like to
thank Bonnie Erickson for her support
to make this happen as well.”
Erickson said she fell in love with the
BDC while attending Columbia University.
“I left to pursue writing for a while,
including a stint at The New York Times,
but my heart was always at BDC, and
when the directorship of the programs
came open, I leapt at the chance to return," Erickson said.
Erickson said she’s essentially created the programming she wishes she
had when she was a young dancer trying to make it.
“I graduated from a world-class
university with a degree in dance and
found upon graduating that I had no
idea how to embark on a career as a
professional dancer,” Erickson said.
“I had the talent but none of the pragmatic tools, and so that’s what I seek
to teach the dancers in my programs.
We also truly think we have a calling to

COSTUME

CONTINUED FROM FRONT
in classes and all night in rehearsal or
designing, building, etc.,” Ingram said.
Having previously asked students
if they needed a day off, Ingram found
they often said they’d rather be in the
Costume Shop.
“I think that says a lot—not only
about the job but the environment,”
Ingram said. “This is a creative place.
We work hard and get filthy, but sometimes we get to dress up in ridiculous clothing just because it’s lying
around.”
Ingram said costuming is a kind of
art that doesn’t change much or very
quickly.
“There will be no new invention to
replace the sewing machine,” Ingram
said. “There will be no new way to
put costumes together besides sewing them. We practice all our tips and

change the dance world (and ergo really the whole world) from a competitive, cutthroat place to one of abundance and compassion. Thousands of
dancers from around the world come
through our programs, and so we think
we have a profound opportunity to
have an impact on the world by imbuing them with power and positivity,
and with a culture of kindness.”
Erickson said she’s proud and honored to have Cooney as the Faculty
Advisor for the BDC’s Professional Semester.
“To me he is the pinnacle of professionalism, which in a word is what
we’re teaching,” Erickson said. “We so
believe in our message and Jimmy simply exemplifies it. My hope is that he
will inspire the dancers at WKU to new
heights of excellence and to help them
see their dreams within reach.”
Cooney is the faculty advisor for the
full-time educational programs at the
BDC.
“Our Professional Semester Program is what I'm coming to talk about
with the WKU students,” Cooney said.
“It's our elite training program that
takes well-trained dancers and turns
them into working dancers by giving
them the tools they need and making
connections to industry professionals.”
Cooney said the BDC has a relationship with several schools where its
employees meet students and award
scholarships.
“Some schools even offer college
credit to their students who attend our
program,” Cooney said. “This is our
first visit to WKU, and I imagine our re-

tricks every day.”
When it comes to hiring new students to work in the shop, the goal is
to make the best group possible.
“We aren’t going to hire a Sad Sally
or a Negative Nancy because they
won’t contribute to the good humor of
the shop,” Ingram said.
Villa Hills senior Rebecca Trimbur
is a student employee at the WKU
Costume Shop.
“I came in [to WKU] completely
unskilled when it comes to sewing,”
Trimbur said. “But in about three
to four years, the costume shop has
taught me to be a skilled worker. And
I can get jobs like that.”
Trimbur said she works in the WKU
Costume Shop because of the atmosphere, which she will miss when she
graduates next week.
“Every costume shop I’ve interviewed
with, I ask about their atmosphere because I’ll be coming from an awesome
family here,” Trimbur said.

Visit wkuherald.com for crime reports
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lationship will continue down a similar
path.”
Cooney said one of the highlights of
his career is seeing the world.
“Another highlight is doing something different every day," he said. "I
teach at Broadway Dance Center, but
around the world as well, and different
levels from beginners to professionals,
so even that isn't static. I couldn't go to
the same office every day, and do the
same thing. I much prefer the variety of
life that this career affords me.”
However, Cooney said the highlights
of his profession can also be downsides.
“Excessive travel can be exhausting,
and continually making sure you have
jobs lined up gets stressful,” Cooney
said.
“You also have to be frugal with
your money, making sure you're saving for retirement, finding an affordable health insurance and paying for
it, and keeping a safety net should you
get injured and need to take a couple
months off or if the work stops coming," he said. "Overall, though, I love it.”
Cooney said there are multiple
things he wants to make sure of during
his time at WKU.
“First, that they can make a career
out of dancing. I've been doing it, and
so have countless others. I want them
to see that it's possible,” Cooney said.
“Second, I want to bring the 'real
world' to them. Universities are safe
places because you get very familiar
with your teachers and there is a finite
number of students. In NYC, you walk
into an audition and aren't guaranteed
to already know that choreographer, di-

rector and producer sitting there at the
table. There are hundreds of dancers all
competing for the same job. There isn't
really a way to replicate that in the university setting, so I hope to bring some
of the energy into the room and provide them with some of that info.”
Third, Cooney wanted students to
remember dance is their passion.
“Yes, it's how you pay your bills, but
it's also what you love to do," he said.
"Never forget that. If you just want to
get a job, then go to another profession with better job security and higher
salaries.
“Last, I want each student walking
away knowing at least one thing they
can improve so they feel more confident at their next audition,” Cooney
said.
Cooney said he feels that the relationships between the BDC and universities are win-win.
“It helps the university provide their
students with a way to get work after they graduate,” Cooney said. “The
amount of connections the students
make during their four months with
us is basically impossible to do on your
own. Plus, they get to practice auditioning with our series of mock auditions,
and get real-time feedback, which
doesn't happen in a real audition. It's
really one of the only places you can
actually practice auditioning. The benefit for BDC is we get to work with very
well-trained dancers who have developed their discipline and craft while in
school. They also have a sense of maturity that you don't always see from
dancers who come straight out of their
hometown studios.”

MOORE

experience as everyone else."
Like most parents, Susan Moore said
she just wants her son to be happy.
“I want him to be healthy and independent,” she said. “ I want him to find
a job that will allow him to use all his
education and fulfill his desires.”
Moore came to WKU to do just that.
In 2006 he came to study Broadcasting
and loved it.
“I was drawn to the Broadcasting
program here. It is one of the top programs in the country,” he said.
After graduating in 2010 he worked
in radio, but realized it would be difficult to find a full time job. He then
returned to WKU in the spring of 2013
and began studying communication
and is set to graduate in December.
Moore claims he owes a lot of his
“can-do” attitude to his parents.
“They have always been supportive,
and served a very meaningful purpose
in my life especially in my time as an
under-grad,” he said.
Moore’s mother said he has always
had a positive attitude.
“He was a very creative and funny
kid,” she said. “He has always found a
way to make it work.”

CONTINUED FROM FRONT
sistance with anything from scheduling classes or receiving more time on
exams, as well as making campus more
accessible to students.
Matt Davis, Coordinator of Student Disability Services at WKU, is no
stranger to the Hill. Davis went to WKU
as well and used Student Disability Services when he was here.
“After graduating I moved away and
when I heard the position was open I
came back,” he said. “When I was here
services were limited. I think I have a
unique perspective.”
“I want to get the campus community to know what we’re about. Some
students are afraid to get help and get
service. We are trying to break that barrier.”
Moore has begun to bridge that gap
around campus. The graduate student
compares his education experience
very closely with everyone else’s.
“I had aides helping me all through
elementary school and high school,”
Moore said. “So I got to have the same
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USDA Grant funds Ag department research on food safety
John Khouryieh, assistant professor

BY TYLER PROCHAZKA
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

Even with the rise of farmers markets around the country and in Kentucky, there has been a lack of understanding concerning the safety of this
produce. Now, WKU faculty members
have been given the opportunity to
shed light on this often overlooked
agricultural sector.
John Khouryieh, assistant professor
of food processing and technology in
the Architectural and Manufacture
Sciences Departments, received a
grant from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture to research the safety of
locally grown produce sold at farmers
markets.
The data collected from this research
will be unique because of its specific focus, according to Khouryieh.
“No study has been done on small
farmers markets in Kentucky,”
Khouryieh said.
The grant will have six WKU professors across several disciplines

The study is very important for everybody
because we are focusing on something that is
important to our lives.”
working on the research.
Khouryieh, who is the principal investigator of the research, said the initial idea came from his academic work
and because of the USDA’s priority for
food safety.
“As a food scientist, I thought I should
do something about produce safety,”
he said.
The amount of the grant is over
$200,000 and will be used to survey
farmers, conduct lab research of the
produce and craft educational modules to train small farmers.
Martin Stone, associate professor of
agriculture, is a contributor to the re-

Download
the new
WKUHERALD
app on
iTunes and
Google Play

search. He said that the first component
will be to survey small farmers around
the state, and the collection of this data
has already begun.
Stone said the questionnaire will find
out how Kentucky farmers handle their
produce.
“We have tried to spread it out on different regions of the state and different
sizes of markets,” Stone said.
Stone said this will help the researchers find out whether or not safety procedures are being followed by small
farmers.
The second component will analyze
produce purchased from farmers mar-

kets around the state in the laboratory.
Stone said he will focus on the educational modules for the small farmers
that will be presented and available online for free.
“The third part takes the first two
parts and what we found when we
tested and put together a series of educational models to present at the state
farming conference or the state agricultural conference,” Stone said.
Khouryieh said the educational modules will demonstrate to small farmers
how to control food-borne pathogens
on their produce.
“Our vision is to improve the safety
for farmers markets across the state,”
Khouryieh said.
However, Khouryieh pointed out that
this issue not only affects these farmers
markets, but also everyone else around
the state because of its potential to
spread illness.
“The study is very important for everybody because we are focusing on
something that is important to our
lives,” Khouryieh said.
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HEALTH MATTERS

Marsupial

Spiritual
health means
finding your
purpose

AWARDS

BY RYAN HUNTON
OPINION@WKUHERALD.COM

There are many
different aspects of
health that collectively contribute to
your overall wellness. For example,
the National Wellness Institute lists
six dimensions of
HUNTON
wellness: physical,
Columinst
emotional, intellectual, social, occupational and spiritual.
While each of these is important,
spiritual wellness in particular intrigues me. I wonder, how is spirituality connected to health?
Spirituality certainly may include one’s faith in the divine.
For those who believe in God,
something greater is constantly at
work, and the mystery of faith can
be a source of beauty and wonderment. However, I don’t want to exclude friends who don’t find it necessary to believe.
Ryan Hunton, columinst

Spiritual wellness means
thinking about your
existence‚ your time at
WKU‚ your hopes and
plans‚ the contributions
that you want to make
and the connections and
interactions between us all
as we create our world.”

The Herald gives out our end of the year awards

I

t's that time of year — the
time for the Marsupial Awards!
Whether it's laughing off pay
cuts, not voting in elections or scrambling to get your 2014 parking pass,
we've got you covered.
All you lovely WKU students get The
Apathetic Award for how little you all
voted during the SGA elections this
year, but really we don’t care.
President Gary Ransdell gets The
Wall Street Award because he’s the
1-percenter of campus. In times of
budget cuts that has never been more
obvious.
The Sympathy Award goes to the
class of 2014, because they’re the last
graduating class to not see the completed DSU. Got to love all those student fees going to something you can't
use.
The Savior Award goes to Winter
2014 for pushing back midterms and
papers until after Spring Break. A little

delay goes a long way.
The Middle Finger Award goes to
Winter 2014 for pushing back midterms and papers until AFTER Spring
Break. Who wants to study at the
beach?
The Science Award goes to the evangelicals who didn’t frequent campus
as much this semester. It was like they
vanished into thin air or something.
The Tony Award goes to the Big
Red Statue and his extravagant pose,
which beats out anything showcased
on Broadway.
The Parting Gift Award goes to Yoblendz. We hate to think that you'll
leave. Well, all five of us who ate there
will.
The Helicopter Award goes to WKU
professors, who all hovered over our
shoulders until we completed our online student evaluations.
The Halloween Award goes to
Thompson Complex North Wing,

whose interior is scarier than any Halloween costume we could come up
with. Good riddance.
The Prom King and Queen Award
goes to the new DSU staircase, cause
that’s who we emulate as we walk
down it.
The Free-Doctor-Visit Award is given to both the new Steak & Shake on
campus and Health Services. Because
with all that cholesterol in our veins
and the privatization of Health Services headed our way, we might need it.
The Black Friday Award goes to
commuters trying to get a parking pass
for the next school year. Here's hoping
there's no bloodshed over the fight for
a pass. As George R.R. Martin would
say, “fall semester is coming.”

Spiritual wellness may also derive from one’s relationships, one’s
work, one’s connection with the
natural world and one’s time spent
in meditation, whether over existence, over a painting, or poem or
simply over one’s day.
Aside from being a time to find a
career, college is a time to find purpose, lifelong interests and meaning in one’s life. Although this search
for purpose continues throughout
each of life’s subsequent stages,
these discoveries are especially important for young adults.
At WKU, you define and shape
your future, and what you accomplish on the hill will ripple into
greater accomplishments in the
years to come.
Each of us is unique in our time
spent at WKU and each of us will
accordingly make unique contributions to our communities and the
world at large.
Spiritual wellness means thinking about your existence, your time
at WKU, your hopes and plans,
the contributions that you want to
make and the connections and interactions between us all as we create our world.
I wish each of you health and
peace as you find your path.

This editorial represents the majority of the Herald's 9-member editorial
board.
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@LangeTorrie
Why does FB say I have "left
#WesternKentuckyUniversity?!"
I know it's May 1, but I have
17 more days!!! #everysecondcounts
— Sent 10:12 AM/1 May 2014
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From May 25th-June 6th I promise y'all it's nothing but training
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Just saw my Geology professor
from Freshman year at Kroger
and he remembered me & was
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— Sent 7:41 PM/28 Apr 2014

VOICE YOUR OPINION
Opinion 270.745.4874
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The Herald encourages readers to
write letters and commentaries
on topics of public interest. Here
are a few guidelines:
1. Letters shouldn't exceed 250
words. Commentaries should be
about 500 words and include a
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2. Originality counts. Please don't
submit plagiarized work.
3. For verification, letters and
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4. Letters may not run in every
edition due to space.
5. The Herald reserves the right to
edit all letters for style, grammar,
length and clarity. The Herald
does NOT print libelous submissions.
6. Submissions must be received
by 7 p.m. on Sunday and Wednesday.
DISCLAIMER: The opinions expressed in this newspaper DO
NOT reflect those of Western
Kentucky University's employees or of its administration.
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38 Chloé fragrance
maker
40 Good-sized
chamber ensemble
42 Baseball family
name
43 HUCKLEBERRY
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in Westminster
49 Its HQ is named
for George Bush
52 Schisms and
chasms
56 STRAWBERRY
59 __ kwon do
60 Sherlock Holmes’
instrument
61 Small case
62 Wanted-poster
letters
63 Use
64 Percolate
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1 “Find your own
road” automaker
5 Bitter disagreement
11 26-Across
download
14 Minuscule lake
plant

15 Wee hr.
16 Dude
17 RASPBERRY
20 Vampire’s bane
21 T-man, e.g.
22 Courageous
23 Hermey of TV’s
“Rudolph the Red-

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Advertising Manager: Ashley Edwards

advertising@wkuherald.com

HELP WANTED
Liquor Store part-time associate. High-energy,
honest, and hardworking. Good with customers. Able
to lift up to 70 lbs. Nights, weekends, holidays. Must
be 21.
Starting $8.00/hour. Resume to:
Sales, PO BOX 51513, Bowling Green, KY 42102.

Beautiful "Penthouse" apartment at 1319 State Street
for lease. 1 block from WKU, 5 blocks from Fountain
Square. 1800 sq. ft. one bedroom, large living area,
central heat and air, washer and dryer. Private entrance
with elevator.
Utilities included. $895 per month.
Call (270)-904-3501 for appointment.

Hiring part-time dental hygienist.
Submit resumes to 1721 31-W Bypass,
Bowling Green, KY 42101.
2014 Graduates encouraged to apply.

DENTAL ASSSISTANT NEEDED:
3 days a week. Ideal for someone interested in medical/
dental field. Experience not necessary but being a team
player with a great attitude is a must! Email resume to:
bgipid@gmail.com

Rafferty's of Bowling Green is hiring Servers!
Apply in person Monday thru Friday
between 2pm and 4pm.
1939 Scottsville Road
Top Dollar Potential Earnings!
Great Working Atmosphere!

Note to Readers: The College Heights Herald screens ads for misleading
or false claims but cannot guarantee any ad or claim. Please use caution
when answering ads, especially when asked to send money or provide
credit card information. The College Heights Herald is not responsible for
the content or validity of these paid classified ads.
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32 Newtonian
elements?
33 Is ready for
business
34 Big runners

DOWN
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3 Lago contents
4 Ones showing
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11 Not particularly
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12 “Law & Order”
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42 Occasionally
44 From around here
45 Podiatrist’s
concern
48 Mlle., in Monterrey
49 Recipe verb
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51 Related
53 You’ve got it
coming
54 “No argument
here”
55 Ignore
57 Pack quantity
58 Senator Sanders of
Vt., on ballots
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Film Festival returns to WKU
BY KAYLA BOYD
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
This year marks the 20th anniversary of the annual Western Kentucky
Film Festival sponsored by the School
of Journalism & Broadcasting. In a
weeklong festival celebrating students
and filmmakers, the Film Festival aims
to introduce the world of film to WKU's
campus and the Bowling Green area.
The festival kicked off Sunday afternoon with the screening of a documentary that was produced and directed by
WKU alumnus Jacob Adams.
Yesterday featured the faculty film
screening with the three short films
“Morning with Asch,” produced by
Dr. Lindsey Powell and Jaysinhji Jhala;
“Leave No Trace,” produced by Travis
Newton; and “Goodfriends,” produced
by Dr. Jerod Hollyfield.
This afternoon’s events start at 1 p.m.
with a discussion with WKU alum David Stickler, an associate director whose
most recent works include “Guardians
of the Galaxy,” “Dawn of the Planet of
the Apes” and “American Horror Story.”
WKU alumnus Eric Stemen will lead a
workshop over the fundamentals of the
art of timelapse at 7 p.m.
Student worker and Bowling Green
senior Anna Beth Gillon works closely
with the film faculty and students.
She said one of the most hands-on
days for film students was yesterday,
when the itinerary included shooting a
short film based on a script written by
film student Milo West and directed by
professor Travis Newton.
“They’ll shoot the film all day tomorrow (Monday) until about 7 p.m.
and then edit it,” Gillon said. “It’ll actually be screened on Friday during the
awards night.”
Although a Monday-to-Friday turnaround rate seems pretty hectic, Gillon
said in years past students have had
only one day to edit.
“Last year I think they filmed it in
one day and stayed up all night editing
to screen it the following day,” she said.
Gillon is most excited for tomorrow’s
Kat Candler activities. Candler is a writer
and director who has screened at Sundance, SXSW, Los Angeles Festival and
several other renowned festivals. Candler will speak at 3 p.m., and a screening
of three of her short films will air at 7 p.m.
“She’s our main attraction,” Gillon
said. “During our winter study away
trip to Sundance, some of our students
connected with her, so it’ll be really cool

to have her here.”
WKU English professor Ted Hovet
serves on the Film Festival’s faculty
committee. He said one of the best
parts about the Film Festival is that it
allows students to interact with professionals in the industry.

Ted Hovet, English Professor

We're bringing
in several people
who work in the
film industry, so
this is an unusual
opportunity to see
these people and
learn about how
they do their jobs
and behind-thescene parts.”

“We’re bringing in several people
who work in the film industry, so this
is an unusual opportunity to see these
people and learn about how they do
their jobs and behind-the-scene parts,”
he said.
“Everything we do has a questionand-answer session with it so students
can learn as much as possible.”
Hovet said the entire festival is student run, and faculty members only offer supervision when necessary.
“We formed the students into committees and they’ve taken care of everything,” he said. “We just supervise and
give support when they need it.”
Friday, the last day of the festival,
finishes with an evening awards ceremony, during which finalists in each
category will be announced and recognized, followed by trophy and plaque
presentations to the award winners.
“It’s like a mini Oscars,” Gillon said.
“We have a red carpet and everything.”
The festival is free and open to the
public. All events take place in the
Mass Media & Technology Hall auditorium, and a complete schedule of
events can be found at the Film Festival’s website, westernkentuckyfilmfestival.com.

VP assistant to retire
BY JOHN CORUM
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
Good help is hard to find, but even
harder to replace. Next year, the WKU
Campus Services and Facilities Department will have to do just that.
Judith Wimpee, administrative assistant to Vice President of Services and
Facilities John Osborne and Assistant
Vice President Gary Meszaros, will retire after the semester’s end.
Wimpee said leaving the department behind will not be an easy task,
and leaving her coworkers will be even
harder.
“I consider my coworkers family,”
Wimpee said. “You come to know their
families. You know their children and
grandchildren … I will miss that tight
bond that we’ve formed over the years.”
Of course, as Wimpee explained, retirement doesn’t necessarily mean forgetting about old friends.
“I don’t expect it to be a complete
break because they are my friends and I
will be keeping up with them,” Wimpee

said.
According to Meszaros, Wimpee is
known for working hard and taking initiatives.
“She’s probably the most proactive
person I’ve ever dealt with,” Meszaros
said. “She always tries to stay one step
ahead of us, always planning ahead,
thinking ahead.”
According to Meszaros, Wimpee invigorates this work ethic with a stellar
sense of humor.
“She is very sharp-witted, very interesting to deal with — it’s always fun to
work with her. You never know what it’s
going to be like,” Meszaros said.
As Wimpee explained, this enthusiasm comes from a deep-seated love for
the university.
“Working with Western has not just
been a job," Wimpee said. "It’s been a
passion."
Wimpee, who worked with Meszaros
and Osborne for the last eight years,
will certainly be missed.
“I keep trying to talk her out of leaving,” Meszaros said.
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Frankfort junior Erin Ratliff dances to ‘Jet Set’ from the Broadway musical “Catch Me If You Can” during the dance master class with Jim Cooney on Saturday.

Learning
from the
BEST

Crossville, Tenn., freshman Makayla Moore stretches during the dance class.

Dancers warm up before the dance master class with Jim Cooney on Saturday in
Gordon Wilson Hall.

PHOTOS BY MIKE CLARK

Greenwood High School freshman Ashleigh Sewell (#6) laughs as other dancers
perform ‘Dancing in the Street’ from the Broadway musical “Motown.”
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IRH provides
dental services
to McCreary
County
BY MACKENZIE MATHEWS
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

WKU senior and Oakland native Londa Stockton has been a volunteer at Hope Harbor, a non-profit sexual assault
awareness group, since 2012. A victim of sexual assault in 2009, Stockton had a teal dove permanently inked on her
shoulder to remind herself and others how much she has overcome. LUKE FRANKE/HERALD

MOVING
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Student working towards peace after sexual assault

P

BY RAE EMARY
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM

utting one foot in front of the
other, Londa Stockton walked

women affected by rape nationally.

that's probably one of the biggest

In 2012, Kentucky legislature, KRS

things people usually recognize is

510.010, defined rape, or “deviant sex-

that victims or survivors always blame

ual intercourse,” as “any act of sexual

themselves,” Stockton, now an Oak-

the five miles home from a night she’ll

gratification involving the

never forget. After consuming copi-

sex organs of one person

ous amounts of beer and hooch at a

and the mouth or anus of

high school graduation party in 2009,

another; or penetration of

Stockton found the nearest bedroom

the anus of one person by

and quickly fell asleep. Hours later, she

a foreign object manipu-

awoke face to face with a male class-

lated by another person.”

mate with his skin against hers, raping
her.
According to the U.S. Bureau of
Justice, Stockton is one of the 89,000

IN MY

SKIN

In My Skin is a weekly feature series that looks to tell
the stories of diverse student populations at WKU.

land senior, said. “I actually ended up trying to kill
myself once, shortly after.”
However,

to

the

director of the Gender
and

Women’s

Studies

program, Jane Olmsted,

However, the effects of rape also

the blame should not rest on the

impact the victim’s psyche and cause

victim. She attributes pressure from

years of emotional distress.

mass media as an influencing factor.

“I blamed myself a lot and, I mean,

SEE STOCKTON PAGE B2

This summer, WKU’s Institute for
Rural Health will venture to McCreary County and provide dental
services to those the service does
not regularly reach.
The IRH received $5,000 from the
Christian Appalachian Project to go
toward dental procedures such as
cleanings and exams. Children will
be the primary focus, though past
targets for McCreary County projects have been adults.
“This is really expanding what
we’ve been doing in that county by
including a different location, facility and nonprofit that we’ll be working with,” Bonny Petty, IRH supervisor and a dental hygienist, said.
WKU has been servicing the
county for several years, but this is
the first it will be working with CAP.
The university also works with the
McCreary County Christian Center
providing care for adults at a different location.
CAP is a nonprofit organization
established to serve the Appalachian area through physical, spiritual and emotional support, but it
cannot offer clinical services, IRH
director Matt Hunt said.
“We’re very excited to provide the
services for children, and hopefully
we can change the behavior of the
new generation as it pertains to
dental health,” Hunt said. “They’re
very enthusiastic at CAP to help us
on the project.”
The need for dental care in the
area derives from a lack of professional services. For the 20,180 people living in McCreary County, there
is only one dentist. It was labeled a
Health Professional Shortage Area
for medical and dental practices by
the Health Resources and Services
Administration.
“It’s a very low socioeconomic
community, so there’s not a lot of
industry jobs,” Petty said. “In reality, it would be hard to maintain a
dental practice if you didn’t have
patients that could afford to come.”
The IRH will go to its patients in
a mobile unit. The large truck is
equipped with two rooms and dental chairs, enabling the volunteers
to drive to any location and provide
dental screenings and services. It
can also be used as an education
center for the locals to learn dental
maintenance and care.

SEE DENTAL PAGE B2

Consignment clothing sale benefits charity
BY TREY CRUMBIE
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

Students had the opportunity to expand their wardrobes while donating
to a charitable cause last week.
Monta Reinfelde, a senior from Latvia, hosted a clothing consignment sale
Friday outside of the Faculty House that
raised $36. Reinfelde used the event to
both earn money for Hope Scarves, a
charitable organization based in Louisville that shares scarves and stories to
help reassure cancer-stricken women,
and to raise awareness about her online women’s lifestyle magazine, MAG.
The publication covers a variety of issues including fashion, travel and entertainment.
Reinfelde said she wants her magazine to be more than just content.
“We actually want to help women
and we thought this could be a really good chance to do it,” Reinfelde
said.

New Albany, Ind., senior Katelin
Calloway brought some of her old
clothes to be sold at the sale. Calloway said she is a fashion designer
and likes clothes more than fashion
itself.
“I just love the way things are
made,” Calloway said. “I think it’s
very interesting in the way that you
can help people, especially because
most of your designers today, they’re
kind of targeted to one specific demographic and I think it’s important
to contribute to everyone and not just
one person.”
Bowling Green freshman Jenna
Cherry heard of the clothing sale
through Reinfelde during Cherry’s sorority meeting. Cherry said as a college
student she is always looking to find inexpensive clothing.
“I just enjoy clothes,” Cherry said. “I
like finding cheap deals on cute things
that will last a while.”
SEE CONSIGNMENT PAGE B2

(From Left) Nashville freshman Bri Brewer, Seminole, Fla., senior Braniagn Lawrence,
and Bowling Green freshman Jenna Cherry browse clothing at the Treasure Hunt
event held at the WKU Faculty House on Friday. The event raised money for Hope
Scarves DEMETRIUS FREEMANHERALD
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“There’s a lot of pressure, and has
been for years, to look a certain way,” she
said. “This ties into sexual assault since
women are still blamed for somehow
causing assault — and that’s often they
are wearing the clothes that our culture
says they should be wearing in order to
be attractive and ‘with it.’ So there’s kind
of a double bind there.”
A 2010 case involved Nick Gonzales,
a man who was acquitted of rape
charges when a jury deemed the
act consensual on the grounds that
his victim’s size 6 skinny jeans could
not have been removed without
cooperation.
“In order to be a part of this culture
you’ve got to look a certain way and
then once you do then you’re rapeable,” Olmsted said.
As a victim, Stockton faced similar
backlash in her situation. She was told
she deserved to be raped because she
had been drinking.
“To hear somebody say that, you
know, just because a female wanted
to have fun and drink, that meant that
they're automatically up for bids,”
Stockton said. “(That) just because a
person was there, it deserved to happen to them.”
Stockton compared her situation
to an automobile accident involving a

drunk driver.
“You wouldn't say that a person who
was involved in a DUI — the victim
who got hit — you wouldn't tell them,
‘Well, you shouldn't have been driving,’” she said.
“No, you put the blame on the person who was drinking and driving. And
it just baffles me that you would apply
it to only that situation involving women. The fault lies within the person
that does the act, the perpetrator; not
who it happens to. If we apply that to
the same way it does every other situation with murder or car accidents or
robbery, then that would help tremendously.”
This is not to say that progress
is not being made toward equality
and safety for women. The change
has been gradual, but according to
the National Crime Victimization
Survey conducted among approximately 160,000 people, between the
years 1995 and 2010 the annual rate
of female rape or assault declined
58 percent. Victimization shifted
from 5 victims per 1,000 females 12
years old or older to 2.1 per 1,000
females.
“There will always be evil and wrongdoing, so to talk about an endgame, to
me it’s better to talk about how do we
move towards or how do we evolve,”
Olmsted said. “I think all we have to do
is look at our history to see how radically transformed the women’s movement

DENTAL

CONTINUED FROM LIFE
Several students generally work alongside the
IRH in examination and informative screenings;
however, no students will be joining this trip.
Eiman Al-Eissa, a dental graduate assistant, assisted with planning the project’s implementation and worked on the mobile unit during past
excursions.
“I feel the participation rate is a great indicator
of the help the program is providing,” she said.
“We had 100 percent participation to the appoint-

COLLEGE HEIGHTS HERALD

has made this society. Does it mean the
job is done? No.”
Change is underway on WKU’s campus in the Gender and Women’s Studies
program and Hilltoppers for Choice.
The city of Bowling Green is also progressing with organizations such as
Hope Harbor and events like ‘Take
Back the Night,’ a march against sexual
violence.
Stockton suggests changes that can
be made in immediate situations by
saying something, especially “if you
see something that you think is making
somebody else uncomfortable or that
you are witnessing, you know, somebody getting rough with another person," she said.
By doing so, Stockton says this alerts
the assailant of your presence and
evokes safety for the victim.
However, Olmsted suggests reconsidering the way society raises men.
She believes boys are raised with a
sense of entitlement and a lack of control and empathy.
“Raising boys who feel entitled is still
going on,” she said. “Raising children in
a culture that has narrow parameters
for being a boy, for being masculine. I
raised three boys and the worst thing
that I saw was gay bashing and it didn’t
matter if they were gay or not, it was every boy is threatened by homophobia.
Because if you don’t act like a boy, and
that usually means hurting somebody
or being the best at something, then

ments. The appreciation and the heartfelt emotions on my patients’ faces tell me I’m making a
difference.”
The IRH offers services beyond dental in any underserved region within WKU’s service area, which
includes 27 counties. Immunizations and health
screenings for other areas, such as cholesterol and
blood pressure, are also provided. The IRH projects
to supply the community with about 8,000 clinical
procedures.
“It’s at the heart of what we do every day,” Hunt said.
“When you look at the dental and health services we
offer, I think we are a huge service arm for the university.”

you’re going to be accused of being a
girl.
“This implicit hatred of girls infects
how our boys are raised in this country,” she said.
To Olmsted, the backlash against
equality is a sign that it’s working.
“The narrowing of the stories you
hear and the images you see in the media and in movies are a sign of backlash,” Olmsted said.
Stockton went on to say that an autonomy difference does not negate the
rape and sexual violence toward men,
as well.
“Anything that happens to a woman
can happen to a man,” she said. “A man
can be raped. A woman can be raped.
A man can be domestically assaulted. A
woman can be domestically assaulted.
It can happen and it does. Just we ignore it as a society because it's not our
picture-perfect world.”
Through her healing process, Stockton has discovered that mistakes will
be made, but those mistakes can be
used to help others in similar situations.
“You’re going to learn from that and
the mistakes that you make — they
may leave scars but that's a story you
can tell somebody else that's in that
same situation and it will help later on,”
Stockton said.
“It may not help now, but it'll help,”
she said. “Just move one foot forward at
one time.”

CONSIGNMENT

CONTINUED FROM LIFE

Nashville freshman Bri Brewer said she is very
picky about what she wears.
“Sometimes it’s classy, sometimes it’s sassy, and
then sometimes I like to get like a little sexy and
raunchy,” she said.
Brewer, who bought a maxi dress and a crop
top, said clothes can represent a multitude of
personas, from a professional business woman
to someone who is single and ready to mingle.
“It’s a form of nonverbal communication,” she
said. “You can say a lot with clothes.”
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African Student Association‚ Phi Beta Sigma host Taste of Africa
BY JACKSON FRENCH
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
WKU students will be able
to immerse themselves in African culture at the Taste of
Africa event in the Kentucky
Museum this Wednesday.
The African Student Association and Phi Beta Sigma fraternity are working together to
hold the event.
Nashville graduate student
and vice president of ASA
Grace Egbujor is a first-generation Nigerian American who
visits family in Nigeria every
year.
She said Taste of Africa is an
event that has never been offered before.
“The African Student Association started it this year,” Egbujor said. “We wanted to give

Grace Egbujor, vice president of African Student Association

We wanted to give Bowling Green just a
taste of African culture‚ knock down some
stereotypes they could have about Africa.”
Bowling Green just a little taste
of African culture, knock down
some stereotypes they could
have about Africa.”
Nigeria native Kathy Onwu,
who was Miss Africa USA 2013,
will be speaking at the event.
Nigerian sophomore and
ASA president Nneka Nwosisi
said she and Onwu are already
familiar with each other.
“I live in Nashville and
there’s an association in Nashville where Africans get together… and she’s actually in it so

we’ve been around each other
for quite some time," Nwosisi
said.
Nwosisi said Onwu will
speak about the volunteer
work she does.
“She’s going to talk about
her platform and what she
does and she’s also going to
present a poem,” Nwosisi said.
“And that’s her talent. That’s
how she won the event for
Miss Africa USA.”
Taste of Africa will also feature African food, dancing and

a fashion show.
“We have different sections
of the fashion show,” she said.
“There’s going to be an area for
modernized African outfits…
and there’s going to be like the
real village outfits and there’s
going to be the outfits you
wear out to eat.”
Nwosisi said the event will
likely place the most emphasis on the cultures of Western
Africa.
“A lot of us in the organization are from West Africa so
probably definitely more West
African countries,” she said. “I
know a majority of people (in
ASA) are Nigerians.”
The event will feature an
array of traditional African
dishes.
“We’re going to have the
major, the basic, African

foods,” Nwosisi said. “A lot of
Africans eat rice and chicken.”
She said other foods will include meat pies and chin chin,
a sweet donut-like snack food
from West Africa.
Taste of Africa will also have
a showcase of traditional African dances that will include
two male dancers from Kenya, a Liberian couple and six
female dancers from various
countries.
She said Taste of Africa will
also feature games and drawings for prizes like bracelets
and necklaces as well as a
dance-off.
“They’re free to choose
whatever they feel comfortable wearing, but they’ll probably be wearing traditional attire,” Nwosisi said. The dances
performed will be freestyle.
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TRACK AND FIELD

Track and Field carries national ranking into Sun Belt Championships
BY JONAH PHILLIPS
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
The WKU Track and Field program
will travel down to San Marcos, Texas,
for the Sun Belt Conference Championships in a fashion they have not yet
done before with the women’s squad
ranked 22nd nationally.
“It all starts with recruiting, I don’t
care how good of a coach you are,”
Head Coach Erik Jenkins said of the
national ranking. “There is an old saying that says ‘you don’t bring a donkey
to the Kentucky Derby.’ Well the same
goes for track and field.”
This marks the first time the women’s
program has been voted by the U.S.
Track and Field and Cross Country
Coaches Association as being one of
the top 25 programs in the country.
“What we have is an excellent coaching staff across the board to match

the level of talent we are developing,”
Jenkins said—referring to the different event coaches on staff. “There are
many parts to this team that all need to
be working to find success, and we’ve
been able to do that this season.”
The Lady Toppers currently sport six
marks that rank top 30 in the NCAA.
“Being ranked in the top 25 is a huge
honor for the entire program,” Jenkins
said. “It shows how solid our studentathletes are across the board—not just
in specific events.”
Senior thrower Jessica Ramsey currently ranks in the top 25 in the shot
put and discus after shattering school
records almost weekly in both events
this season.
Her shot put clip of 57’4.75 ranks
third nationally and more recently, her
discus throw of 176’8 at the Arkansas
State Open slotted her a 22nd national
ranking.

COLUMN

The national attention of the women’s
side does not stop at Ramsey—who has
clenched a staggering seven Sun Belt
Conference Female Field Athlete of the
Week awards in 2014, with four coming
in the indoor season and three other in
the outdoor season.
Teammate and fellow senior thrower
Lexia Robinson won the discus at the
Kentucky Relays in mid-April with a
heave of 173-feet-9 inches. This shattered recent alum Monteka Flowers’
record by more than three feet and
marked the longest throw in the Sun
Belt Conference this season.
Triple Jumpers France Makabu and
Ana Camargo’s triple jump leap of 43’3
(13.18m), which ranks fifth in the nation.
The limelight does not belong all to the
upperclassmen either—there is a new
wave of Hilltopper track and field athletes already making national headlines.
Freshman sprinter Carrol Hardy

BASEBALL

CONTINUED FROM FRONT

CONTINUED FROM FRONT

best thing that Kentucky has.
An entire week’s worth of hype all for
two minutes, then it’s over. The celebrities
return to their mansions, the commoners
spill into another drink, another wager.
If you’re not from Kentucky, this may
seem like a silly tradition, but that is what’s
unique about traditions. Unless you’re a
gambler or have any direct equestrian ties,
the Kentucky Derby doesn’t matter to you.
It didn’t matter to me and it still doesn’t
to be quite honest. But the stories that
come from the Derby do. It’s the story of a
77-year-old trainer living a once improbable dream of victory, the story of two men’s
vision and faith as ‘Dumb Ass Partners’
turning down $6 million for 51 percent
stake in their colt, because they believed
California Chrome could take the best
thing that Kentucky has.
Basketball is divided, bourbon can unite,
but horse racing and the Derby will remain
after 140 years and counting.
From my perspective of the outside
looking in, it’s those stories that make the
Derby special, overlooking the idea of expensive suits, hats, and gambling, because
when the bugler sounds his horn, the following two minutes are the best thing that
Kentucky has.

to take the lead without looking back.
The win put the Toppers at six games
over .500 for the first time since 2011
when they finished the season 33-24.
“(Saturday) we showed we were
much better than them,” Myers said.
“We flexed our muscles a little bit.
Cody Wofford had a great weekend.
We haven’t had him for a while and
he really played well this week.”
The Topper dropped their only
game of the series Sunday 5-4 on a
come from behind victory and walk

SOFTBALL
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bama in the title game. The Lady Toppers returned five All-Sun Belt players
from last season. It’s that experience,
Cruce believes, that will serve in the
team’s favor this time in the tournament.
“We have amazing upperclassman,” Cruce said. “These girls are
great and I know that they know

ranks 23rd in the NCAA in the 100-meter dash with a time of 11.41 seconds.
Much like the triple jump duo, Hardy
etched this mark at the Hilltopper relays.
On the men’s side, the relay teams
look to make a huge impact this weekend.
At the Mt. SAC Relays in Walnut, Calif., the Hilltoppers’ 4X100-meter relay
consisting of Emmanuel Dasor, Ventavius Sears, Ja’Karyus Redwine and
Elvyonn Bailey posted a 40.22 second
clocking to best the field at what Jenkins describes as one of the “more elite”
meets in the country.
“The work has been done,” Jenkins
said of the team’s training going into
the meet. “We backed off our heavy
training about three weeks ago. These
past three weeks we have really been
honing the little things that you need to
be successful in a meet.”

off home run by ULM. With WKU
leading 4-0 in the sixth inning, the
Warhawks proceeded to tie the game
and hit a solo shot in the bottom of
the ninth to avoid the sweep.
Wofford and senior David Simmons pounded away at the plate
with Wofford finishing his day 3-for4 with an RBI and a run scored while
Simmons racked up two hits to give
him six on the series. Simmons and
Wofford combined for 12 of WKU’s
33 hits in the series. WKU finished
the series with 33 hits, marking the
sixth time in eight conference series
they have finished with more than
30 hits.

“I don’t think there is anything
we really need to improve on,” Myers said. “We are playing really good
baseball right now; we just have to
stay consistent.”
The loss Sunday was the only loss
for WKU last week, which played five
games - four of them on the road.
WKU now ranks fourth in the Sun
Belt standings, two games behind Arkansas State and Texas State who sit
at 15-9 in league play tied for second
place.
The Toppers travel for one more
road swing in pivotal series with UTArlington, who ties with WKU at 1311 in the Sun Belt.

when to perform. I know that for the
senior class it could be their last game
so they’re going to be putting it all out
of the field.”
WKU is a combined 5-1 against the
teams from Texas this season. The
Lady Toppers swept UT-Arlington
and took games one and two from
Texas State before being run-ruled in
the finale.
The tournament begins Wednesday at 10 a.m. in Lafayette with the
Lady Toppers playing the winner

of Texas State-UT-Arlington at 5:30
p.m.
“We’d rather play UT-Arlington,
we swept them,” Tudor said. “Texas State has a really good pitcher,
she has a really good change up.
Making adjustments was difficult
for us but we did pull off two wins
there.”
In the end, Tudor's confidence in
her team is strong.
“We’re going to be ready for whoever we play,” she said.

SPORTS
Sun Belt
STUMBLE
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Non-Kentuckians
should embrace
Derby Day
BY ELLIOTT PRATT
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
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This is what Kentucky has: for two
minutes on the first
Saturday in May, the
sun shines bright on
ole Kentucky. What
I’m about to write is
either going to expose my out-of-state
PRATT
Sports editor rooted ignorance or
reveal that, unless
you’re born and raised in the Commonwealth, the Kentucky Derby
doesn’t mean anything.
This state is known for three
things: basketball, bourbon, and
horse racing, the last one being the
best thing Kentucky has.
Growing up a sports fan in Tennessee, I’ve always acknowledged
the Derby and tried to make an effort to watch it just to say I did, but
that’s about as far as my attention
went for the Bluegrass pastime.
It wasn’t until I moved to Kentucky that I realized that you Kentuckians make a big deal of this one
horse race. With collegiate sports
dominating this state, the Derby
is the only professional sporting
event that attracts its high caliber of
national attention.
It wasn’t until I moved here that
I learned that schools around the
Louisville area close for Kentucky
Oaks Day, the University of Louisville finishes the semester early,
and that Saturday isn’t Saturday, it’s
Derby Day.
So I embraced tradition and dedicated myself to observe the emotions a horse can bring out of a person, because it’s the best thing that
Kentucky has.
I went to Kentucky Downs in
Franklin to witness the madness of
gambling on horses while also placing a small wager myself to join in
the fun. It didn’t turn out too great
- had I chosen Commanding Curve
across the board rather than to win
the thing, I’d have a few more bucks
in my pocket.
I walked upstairs to find two open
rooms with hundreds of tables with
pencil scratched program books
held by hundreds of inebriated individuals who would laugh at my
ignorance of horse racing, because
to them it’s the best thing that Kentucky has.
Men wore suits as if they were at
Churchill Downs themselves while
women wore dresses they’ll wear
only once complemented by hats
that only Lady Gaga would approve
of if not for the exception that is the
Kentucky Derby.
I watched 40- to 50-year-old men
scream and shout at the bar with
the performance of a 3-year-old
thoroughbred resting on their decision to call it quits or say ‘I’ll have
another’ (pun intended).
Outside of those walls, families
and friends gather as if it’s the Super
Bowl. It is to them, because it’s the

Senior outfielder Kelsie Mattox runs home after a pass throwing error by South Alabama during the first game of the
teams’ doubleheader on April 26. The Lady Toppers lost 3-2. IAN MAULE/HERALD
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Lady Toppers looking for fresh
start in conference tournament
BY KYLE WILLIAMS
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
The WKU Lady Topper softball team will enter its final Sun Belt Conference Tournament
having lost eight of its last nine games.
WKU (32-22-1, 11-10 Sun Belt Conference)
will be the No. 4 seed in the tournament and
play the winner of Texas State and UT-Arlington Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. in Lafayette, La.
Despite the rough patch down the stretch,
Head Coach Amy Tudor said this is like a new
season for her team.
“It doesn’t matter what your record is or
how many games you’ve won going into the
tournament,” Tudor said. “You have to play
each game by each game and I feel like we’ll
be ready. We have a lot of seniors and a lot
of upperclassman that have been there and
done it and that’s what we are going to lean
on.”
WKU has played against ranked opponents
in four of its last nine games and played another game against a team receiving votes in
the top 25.
Junior infielder Preslie Cruce agreed with her
coach and knows the Lady Toppers are better

than the teams they’ve lost to down the stretch.
“I’m ready to throw those wins and losses out
the door,” Cruce said. “I know that our team is
a great enough team to be able to beat these
teams. I think that we’ve hit well and all it’s
going to take is our pitchers to just come out
there and perform and we’ve got their back defensively, offensively. I think we can beat any of
these teams, no doubt.”
Even though the team lost those games,
Cruce said the experience against tough competition will serve the Lady Toppers well in the
conference tournament.
“The tough schedule at the end I think really
gave our younger people experience because
they haven’t seen all the pitchers, like South
(Alabama), (Louisiana) Lafayette, and Georgia
State,” Cruce said. “Now they’ve seen them all
and that’s experience for us as a team.
“I think since we’ve lost these past few games
going into the tournament, it’s a great time for
revenge," she said.
WKU finished runner-up in the championship game last year after a loss to South Ala-
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BASEBALL

Toppers maintain consistency as season winds down
BY BILLY RUTLEDGE
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
The WKU baseball team extended its road
record to 8-14 after winning the weekend
series against Louisiana-Monroe (18-30,
8-15 Sun Belt Conference). Two dominant
pitching performances and explosive bats
propelled WKU in the first two games of the
series and into fourth place in the Sun Belt
Conference standings.
WKU (27-22, 13-11 Sun Belt) played into 11
innings Friday night in a 4-3 thriller as a sacrifice fly by junior Ryan Church allowed for
the winning run to pass. After a pitching duel
between WKU’s Justin Hageman and ULM’s
Jared Dye, freshman reliever Sam Higgs
pitched three perfect innings to extend the
game and earn his fifth win of the season.
Higgs didn’t allow a hit, but allowed junior
closer Ian Tompkins to pick up his 13th save
of the season in the 11th inning. At the time
of the save, Tompkins ranked fifth nationally

in saves this season with four more than any
other pitcher in the Sun Belt Conference.
“Friday night’s win was one of the best
wins I have ever been a part of,” Head Coach
Matt Myers said. “A tough game in extra innings, it seemed like everybody on the team
pitched in, everyone had a part in that game.
Our guys never stopped fighting and got the
win.”
Saturday was a much easier time for the
Toppers in an 11-2 route of the Warhawks.
The series clinching win came off the arm
of sophomore starting pitcher Josh Bartley,
who didn’t allow an earned run in eight innings pitched. Bartley allowed only six hits
and two walks while striking out three. The
offense had its biggest outing of the weekend
posting 11 runs on 13 hits.
After allowing two runs in the second inning, WKU scored 11 unanswered. A five run
third inning sparked by junior Cody Wof- Senior outfielder Regan Flaherty catches a fly ball during WKU's
ford’s three run home run allowed for WKU 4-1 victory over UALR Sunday, April 27, at Nick Denes Field.
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